How to be a SMILE MAKER!

This cheerful bulletin board is an excellent way to illustrate kindness and how saying and doing nice things makes people smile! Have your students come up with kind things they can do and say and highlight them on the board.

Kids will also have a great time creating a wild and crazy Smile Maker Machine with the many components, widgets and gadgets included in this kit!

What you’ll need:

• Printer
• 8-1/2 x 11” paper (white & variety of colored paper)
• Black and Red thick marker or crayon.
• Scissors
• Glue or tape
• Large colored paper for the background.

Directions:

• Print out pages 2-11 on white paper and follow instructions on each page.
• Print pages 12-24 on a variety of bright, colored paper. These pages contain the components to create your SMILE MAKER machine!
• Print pages 25-27 on RED PAPER.
• Cut out the components and assemble however you choose to create your unique machine. Use the example below as a guide.

SHARE:

Make even more smiles by taking a picture of your awesome bulletin board and sharing it with us, The NED Show on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/thenedshow
How to be a SMILE MAKER

Cut along dotted lines and tape both sections together.
Let’s be

Be a

Additional Headlines

Cut along dotted lines. Use these banners if you want your bulletin board to read:
Let’s be SMILE MAKERS or Be a SMILE MAKER!
Cut along the outer edge of the black line. With a thick maker add your headline such as...

Panthers (your mascot) are
SAY kind things

Cut along dotted line.
Do kind things

Cut along dotted line.
Cut along dotted line.
Write an example of a kind phrase or kind action in each of the units. Print more if needed.
Smiling faces

Cut along the outer edge of each circle. Color the mouths with a red marker or crayon to emphasize THE SMILE!
Smiling faces

Cut along the outer edge of each circle. Color the mouths with a red marker or crayon to emphasize THE SMILE!
Smiling faces

Cut along the outer edge of each circle. Color the mouths with a red marker or crayon to emphasize THE SMILE!
Create your own smiling faces

Cut along the outer edge of each circle.
Draw your own unique SMILEY FACES!
Print multiple copies of this page as needed.
Gears

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.

You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as:

- home
- school
- family
- community

Example
More Gears

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.

You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as:

- home
- school
- family
- community

Example
Escalator

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.

You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as:
- home
- school
- family
- community

Example

with our teachers & classmates
Conveyor Belt

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.

You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as:

- home
- school
- family
- community

Example
Cut along the outer edge of the black line.

You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as:

- home
- school
- family
- community
Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as:
- home
- school
- family
- community
Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as: home, school, community. See other pages for an example.
Cut along the outer edge of the black line.

You can also write in categories (or areas) in which we can be kind such as: home, school, community. See other pages for an example.
Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
Place at the end our your Smile Maker machine.
Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
more tubes

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
Tubes and Funnels

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
KEEP KINDNESS GOING
Smile Maker letters

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
Smile Maker letters

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.
Smile Maker letters

Cut along the outer edge of the black line.